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(Pocket-moss) - Lego is constantly updated with new builds and new characters. The newest range for smallfigures to be released is Series 12. These new figures offer code with each character that can be used to unlock access to the game character in the Lego Minifigures Online Mutliplayer game. By collecting online Lego with minifigures, people can
build access to characters in the game by extending the life of the online gaming experience. Series 12 has many characters to choose from. We brought all the heroes together to enjoy. Lego Series 12 is a wide and diverse choice, offering characters to go with many different themes. There are swirling pirates, space miners, wild West gold diggers, and
even a dude in a pig's suit. Lego has obviously come up with the variations here. The Lego Minifigures are £2.50 each to buy and come with single characters in the package along with a sealed mystery bag. All parts are standard, so they should be able to fit into their current collection, as well as swap clothes to mix and match. This list doesn't include the
many Lego themed sets like Back to the Future or Ghostbusters, but these guys will help you build any collection. READ: Lego Ghostbusters 30th anniversary with Ectomobile to be released in 2014 Writing by Luke Edwards. TeichNBhwer and not Verizon Media. Mēs un mūsu partneri saglabāsim jūsu ierīcē informāciju un/vai piekļļsim jūsu ierīcess
informācijai ar sīkfailu un līdzīgu tehnoloǝiju starpniecību, lai nodrošinātu jums personalizētas replicas un saturu, iegūtu ar reklāmu no satur saistītus dtus, gūtu ieskatu par auditoriju un veiktu produktu produktu izstrādi. Yusu cho, dates, kas var tikt izmantoti Informācija par jūsu ierīci un interneta savienojumu, to break jūsu IP adrese Pārlūkošanas un
meklēšanas darbības Verizon Media tīmekļa is not littunu kā mas izmantojam jūsu informāciju, varat iegūt mūsu Privātuma politika un Sīkfailu politikā. Lai atļautu Verizon Media un mūsu partneriem veikt savu personas datu apstrādi, atlasiet 'Piekrītu vai atlasiet 'Pārvaldīt iestatījumus', lai iegūtu papilformāciju for pārvaldītu savas izvēles. Jūs jebkurā brīdī
varat mainīt savas izvēles, atverot jūsu privātuma vadīklas. News that Lego and Mario are finally reuniting, broke this week with a lego tizer, but now a collaboration that has been four years in the making has finally been revealed and it turns out to be much more than just making cool Mario Lego sets (although it's also). You can see in the video from Lego
below that the idea is to build levels of recognizable parts of the Mario world, and earn as many coins as you can within 60 seconds of them traversing. But it still left us with a lot of questions, so we talked to the Lego Digital Design Project, Jonathan Benning, to gather all the details - look at the video and then we'll cling to it. See Now best Lego setsThe best
deals for Nintendo Switch consolesVery important part is Lego Mario himself, who has a screen built behind his features so that he can change expressions, and a panel on his chest can show useful information, including when he is uploading coins, and how much. There is also a speaker to make all the familiar noises of the game. And there are a few other
options we don't know about yet - we asked about the Bluetooth button on Mario's back and Bennik said they weren't ready to confirm what that was, although he said it wouldn't be for connecting to the Nintendo Switch.Sensors at the bottom of Mario's figure can recognize different colors on the pitch, as well as special blocks of activity , which are part of the
different sets that you will be able to buy, and are related to specific things – so there is block activity on the Lego Goomba chapter, for example, and when you put Mario on it to trams it, it gives Mario a bunch of coins. You'll be able to purchase a set of sets with different activities that can then be combined into levels – we don't know exactly how the sets will
be separated and separated, or which sets will be available, but we've done some detective work in the gallery further to see what might be there. And before you asked, they refused to tell us when luigi was coming. (Photo credit: Mario Lego) The idea here is that kids are effectively a role-playing video game, according to Beninck. They build levels using
specific Super Mario kits and activity blocks, but also using all Lego they already need to expand and get creative. The concept was developed in close collaboration with Nintendo, and the lead on the part of the video game maker is Takashi Tezuka, who has worked on Super Mario games since the first, and has recently been a producer of Mario Maker
games, so his contribution makes a huge amount of sense here. As you'll have seen in the video, the system hasn't been too rigorously gamified here - the only real hard rule is that you have 60 seconds to finish the level. The timer starts when you put Mario on the start block, and ends when you reach the block for the flag finish. In the middle, kids can just
kind of explore the level to, as they want - but taking care to cross it, hopping Mario off the platform platform will mean more coins when the sensor detects that it touches the right colors of Lego.Oh, and boosting the red lava, of course, knocking Mario back - although you won't lose coins. There's no way to build something too raw or lose your progress as
you play. You may be right, or a little more right, says Bennink.The special block event activity can include talking to friendly creatures like Yoshi, striking enemies like the Piranha plant or Kid Bowser, or even receiving random rewards from question marks block. Some combinations can increase the coin points, and this is where where really a game as such
- someone creates a level, and you'll see if you can take as many coins out of the setup in time as possible. Oh, and there are also secret features built into the kits and the system as a whole - but Lego will never announce them, instead waiting for the kids to find them themselves. Although the free way of playing on the field means you'll like the kids who
are willing to throw themselves into the spirit of it, Lego still hopes it will be a family affair as Mario games appealing to everyone. Bennink imagines children building a great level for their parents to try to find all the combinations in when they get home from work, or adults building a cool level for siblings to compete with each other to get the most coins in.
And hope that the simplicity of building in Lego with the goal of video games conscious can help encourage novice video game designers. In 15 years, if there's a candidate who says lego Super Mario inspires them to become a level designer, that would be fantastic, says Bennink.Image 1 of 6 (Image credits: Lego)Yes, buildable Yoshi will be in one of the
packaging you can buy, probably with a collection of grass platforms. Image 2 of 6 (Photo credit: Lego)We love the appearance of the Piranha plant and it looks like it will be one of the most dynamic elements to build. Looks like it's complete with blue water running for the basics. Image 3 of 6 (Photo credit: Lego)We suspect that blooper's enemy and the
watery platforms around it will be a set, although whether this will include the Piranha plant, we do not know. Pay attention to the Koopa trooper also in the background - probably part of a green herbaceous set. Image 4 of 6 (Image credits: Lego)On the left, we can see some pieces of lava / fire, including bubble enemy Lava. In the background, there is a look
at a purple mushroom house – it is told that it is decorative, not a bonus given, as in some of the games, you also get a good view of the flag finish here. Image 5 of 6 (Photo credit: Lego) Bowser Jr sits atop his castle tower – we assume it will be a set of his own. Image 6 of 6 (Image credit: Lego) Mario's expressive face is almost as much of a pleasure as
owning a Lego-fied version of his mustache. Lego Super Mario kits will be available later in 2020, although we don't know exactly when, or which kits will be released at what points. You can be sure we'il let you go when it's time to go. (Photo: Nintendo) Lego Super Mario looks like something that should have happened years ago, but as Mario himself can
say, Let's go! Working alongside Nintendo, Lego plans to release a range of physical super Mario toys that allow you to craft your own intricate platforming levels, a kind of real version of Super Mario Maker (which, incidentally, is one of our favorites nintendo switch). Lego teased the announcement on March 10 (often colloquially known as Mario Day, thanks
to its Mar. 10 abbreviation) and unveiled a full video today (March 12). A A Release, accompanied by video, explain the terrain: You buy a physical Lego set with some specialized minifines. At the center of the experience is a computerized Mario figure who reacts to other bricks, collecting coins, taking damage and fighting the bad guys as he goes. The
video below makes it easy to see the setting in action: First off, mario's figure itself looks incredibly complex. Not only do you track the damage taken and coins collected, but even times how long you have to complete each stage, play mario's familiar theme song and change the look on your face with a few skillfully placed LED panels. Having to charge
Mario before his platforming adventures look like it's a pain, but it's probably no worse than charging a switch controller. As for how the whole experience will work, start to finish, it is difficult to say. In the video, two children build mario level, and Mario's guide through it, stops occasionally to fight enemies like Goombas, piranha plants and baby Bowser. There
are complex physically moving platforms and traps, as well as digital power-ups and hazards. Even Yoshi shows up, although we're not sure how they're going to interact. Since we've only seen one playmate, it's hard to say whether kids will be able to build endless platform variations from one set of bricks, or whether Lego will sell multiple playsets to handle.
(The latter is my guess, since the company has to make this somehow profitable.) Still, I would be surprised if each playmet includes only one route, since I doubt that many children can play at the same short level over and over again, ad infinitum. There will probably be several different configurations for each playmate and there may be ways to change
Mario's experience each time. At the end of each level, Mario sums up to how many coins he receives, suggesting that there may be rewards to collect, and perhaps even some kind of endgame. This would be as good an incentive as anyone to buy a few magpies, especially if you can mix and match pieces between different sets. I'm not sure how Lego
purists will feel about the Lego Super Mario kit as it doesn't look extremely compatible with existing Lego bricks. (Universal compatibility is one of the reasons people swear by the Lego brand in the first place.) But it's definitely kind of a video game experience that we haven't seen before, and it's going to be interesting to see how it plays out. If you have
children, consider showing the video, but only if you're OK, if you're worried about it every day until it actually comes out. Today the best deals with Nintendo Switch
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